Undergraduate Students Association Council (USAC)
Wireless Study
(Summary)

Outlined below is a summary of the wireless study conducted by the Undergraduate Students Association Council (USAC) Facilities Commissioner, PC Zai. Please note that a majority of the areas identified by USAC fall within federated wireless space.

**Work on the part of USAC Facilities Commissioner:**

1. Conducted surveys on campus wireless activity
2. Advertised on UCLA Facebook
3. Advertised in the Daily Bruin
4. Attended meetings with ITPB and CTS
5. Attended meetings with Dan Fabbri
6. Passed a resolution through the Undergraduate Students Association Council supporting wireless and student input into further wireless developments
7. Performed outreach through Facebook and personal connections

The results from the study are outlined below. They are grouped into three categories: (1) those that are currently managed under the campus wireless/Housing programs, (2) those where CTS could provide support without overlapping with federated provider space, and (3) those areas that fall under federated management.

**(1) Areas currently managed by CTS or Housing Services: Completed**

- Housing
- Kerckhoff
- BioMed Library
- YRL
- Jimmy’s Coffee House, Luvalle patio

**(2) Areas identified by USAC where CTS could provide additional coverage:**

- Bruin Walk
- Inverted Fountain
- Court of Sciences
(3) Areas identified by USAC within federated-managed wireless space where additional wireless coverage is required:

- Wooden
- Royce
- Franz
- Fowler
- Haines
- Kinsey Pavilion
- Public Policy
- Center for Health Sciences
- Bunche
- West Center
- MS 5200
- Student Activities Center
- Lakretz
- Perloff
- Janss steps
- Med School courtyard
- Pauley course way